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So here we all are in 2015, with twelve new months stretching out
before us. Like the morning after the snow has fallen, not a footprint

to be seen. If, like me, you’re a glass half-full type of person, then the
possibilities will seem endless. You'll already be seeing all sorts of
opportunities floating around ready to be plucked out of the ether.

OK, so maybe that’s a bit over the top, but it's truly exciting to think
about what might happen this year after tattooing’s incredible
achievements in 2014. Tin Tin’s amazing Paris show, the Mondial du
Tatouage, set a new benchmark for the super-convention. Again in
Paris, Tatoueurs Tatoués at the Musée Du Quai Branly brought
tattooing to the attention of a whole new audience. Among many
personal highlights (it’s hard choose!) I would list Time: Tattoo Art
Today at Somerset House in London. To see an exhibition of tattooists’
artworks in such a prestigious fine art venue was fantastic. I hope, in
my heart of hearts, that this is only the beginning of a real movement.
Art is for the people, by the people, but somehow it got hijacked. I
think tattooing has a big part to play in re-establishing the balance.

2014 also threw up a few trends that will probably continue in 2015.
Looking at the year as a whole, it certainly seemed that the number of
punters through the door at conventions was down, yet the number of
conventions themselves was up. You don’t have to be Einstein to see
that that is slightly out of whack, but new shows are still being added
to 2015's already crowded calendar. Then there is the burning non-
issue of the moment: Tattoos in the Workplace. FYI, tattoos have always
been in the workplace! And of course that ever-present chestnut (the
one that didn't get enough of a roasting on the open fire this
Christmas), the rights and wrongs of tattoo legislation and regulation.
Plenty more to come on that one, no doubt.

We can always look at the events of the past year and see the signs of
what may be on its way, but it’s the stuff that you can’t see coming that
makes my job so rewarding - the talented new artists seemingly
popping up out of nowhere, the chance meetings that open doors you
never even knew were there, the conversation with some old-timer
that opens your mind to a different way of looking at tattooing just
when thought you had a handle on it... 

I hope 2015 is a wonderful year for you - rewarding, fulfilling, and with
plenty of surprises (the good sort!)

James
editor@totaltattoo.co.uk
www.totaltattoo.co.uk
www.facebook.com/totaltattoomagazine

EDITORIAL

“Be at war with your vices, at
peace with your neighbours, and
let every New Year find you a
better man.”

– Benjamin Franklin
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NEWS & REVIEWS
Tattoo news and reviews for your delectation and
delight. If it goes on in the tattoo world, it goes in
here. Send us your news items, books or products
for review and items of general curiosity and
intrigue for the tattoo cognoscenti.

News, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, Norfolk NR7 0AU

HAVE WE GOT
NEWS FOR YOU...
With current employment law in the UK

seemingly stacking the cards well and truly

in favour of employers, specialist law firm

Moore Blatch has offered some timely

advice to tattooists. They suggest tattoo

parlours might be well advised to warn

their customers that being tattooed could

put their job at risk, and it appears that

increasing numbers of people are seeking

legal advice on this matter. Perhaps it's

time for tattooists to think about

protecting themselves with a disclaimer?

Tattoo horror stories have taken up more

than their fair share of space in the news

recently – and they even have their own

reality TV show – so perhaps it's the turn

of the laser nightmare to grab a bit of the

limelight. Laser tattoo removal is regulated

in the UK, but that's not yet the case in

Canada, where an investigation by Radio

Canada brought to light the story of an

18-year-old Quebec women who had been

horribly scarred by the lasering process.

So remember, people, it's not easy-come-

easy-go where tattoos are concerned –

and if there's money to be made in the

tattoo removal business, unscrupulous

operators will want to get their slice of

the pie.

On an altogether different note,

Barbie has at

last had a reality

check, thank the

lord. Artist

Nickolay Lamm

has come up with

a set of stickers

that will bring

your Barbie in line

with the rest of

the human race. Stick-on acne, stretch

marks and cellulite are now finally available

for your perky plastic princess... as well as

tattoos of course! It's not the first time

Lamm has had a go at Barbs. For more info

go to nickolaylamm.com

BOOK REVIEW
Divine Turbulence: New Work by

Boz Mugabe 

Hardback, 200 pages

Price €25

Available from www.bozgallery.com

Welcome to Boz Mugabe’s strange world of

morphing tribal madness. Man and monster,

plant and animal, all melt together and drip

from the pages. This book may not be

everybody’s cup of tea, but the more time I

spent looking through it the more I seemed to

get it. It's full of twisted and tortured souls,

but you just can’t get away from the humour

in these images.  

WIN•WIN•WIN•WIN
Brightion Ticket Giveaway

Even if you have a permanently happy

disposition, the bleak midwinter can eventually

take its toll, but the Brighton Tattoo

Convention is the perfect antidote to those

seasonal blues. It's become one of the major

tattoo events on the international circuit and

this year's show (20th-22nd Feb) is only going

to cement that position. It always kicks off the

convention calendar in style for us and it could

do the same for you. We have 5 weekend

passes to give away, so if you fancy being on

the guest list for this prestigious event all you

have to do is email your contact details to

comps@totaltattoo.co.uk (use the subject line

MR WHIPPY) and keep your fingers crossed

that your name is one of the first out of the hat!

Entries must be in by Friday 6th February, and

usual terms and conditions apply (see p5).
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Bling Bling
I'm all for spending silly money on custom

handmade jewellery, but sometimes that's just

not possible or practical. Which is why it's so

good to find out about businesses like

Galibardy. With loads of cool designs for both

men and women, they bill themselves as a

progressive, alternative, online statement

jewellery boutique, and they truly are a one-

stop bling shop for those who like shiny things

with a difference! Check them out at
www.galibardy.com

WIN•WIN•WIN•WIN
a weekend ticket for the Tattoo Tea Party!

T
his year's Tattoo Tea Party promises to be bigger and better than ever. All the good stuff is back,

with free-to-ride bumper cars, The Gentlemen's Deathmatch and Dr Phantasma’s Sideshow, and

there'll also be some nice new extras slid in there to make sure you get maximum bang for you

buck. Entertainment at conventions has always been a bit of a contentious issue, but the Tea Party seems

to have found the secret formula that works for them. There's a great buzz around this year's show, and

the organisers are obviously pushing right through to the finish line to make it their best yet. We have

ten fantastic weekend passes to give away. To be in with a chance of winning one, all you have to do is

email your contact details to comps@totaltattoo.co.uk with the subject line DUNK (that's Dunk,

as in tea, not Drunk, as in...) Entries must be with us by Friday 6th February and the first ten out of the

hat will be the winners. Usual terms and conditions apply (see p5).

Thieving Bast**ds 
During the early hours of 11th December, 

Suns and Roses Tattoo in Northampton was

broken into. The scumbags proceeded to

smash up the shop – which Nigel and Sue

had only just renovated – and steal anything

they could get their hands on. Amongst the

things they took were fourteen machines

that had been built up to sell, all the artists'

personal equipment, and Nigel's own

collection of back-in-the-day machines. For a

complete list of items stolen please contact

Suns and Roses direct on

sunsandrosestattoo@hotmail.com

and keep your eyes peeled for any offers of

stuff for sale that seem too good to be

true...

Draconian
Tattoo Studio
Aberdeen-based Draconian are
looking for a full-time artist to start
immediately. Applicants must have
a passion for their work, a good
portfolio and a minimum of five
years experience, and be willing to
do all styles of tattooing. No
drug/alcohol issues. This is a busy,
small and friendly studio. Email
your portfolio with a covering letter
to tattoostix@msn.com No
correspondence will be answered
through Facebook, and no
applications from apprentices
please. Guest spots are also
available! Get in touch via the same
email address, with your portfolio
and preferred dates.
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LINKYS
Here is this month’s selection of web links, containing a wide range of tattoo snippets for you to

enjoy.  If you know of a good Linky that you think our readers would like, drop us a line to

editor@totaltattoo.co.uk putting Linkys as your subject.

Soul survivor

https://vimeo.com/113868464

Religion and tattoos combined

https://vimeo.com/32550926

Sacred art charity day

https://vimeo.com/113286055

POPaganda: The art and subversion of Ron English

www.youtube.com/watch?v=_bYqABBmEhM

Songbird Tattoo

Songbird Tattoo, formerly of Honiton,

Devon, have now moved to the centre of

Exeter. They're at 57 High Street, Exeter,

EX4 3DJ, in a first floor premises that

owner Nic Smith describes as a “beautiful

emporium”. This is a custom-only shop, and

the three artists offer a diverse range of

styles. Tel 01392 254626, or 

email songbirdtattoo@live.co.uk

Facebook Songbird Tattoo-Studio

Exeter

Twitter @SongbirdTattoo

Instagram @songbirdtattoo

EWI
Tattoo

Southwest London shop EWI
Tattoo have two full-time
vacancies for experienced
artists. Custom experience is
preferred, but not essential if
you have a strong collection of
artwork. Please email examples
of tattoos and designs with
details of your current
employment to
jobs@ewitattoo.co.uk

Revival Studios
Revival Studios in Blackpool,
Standish and Clitheroe have
positions available for serious
experienced tattooists. They are
looking for artists who can
work in all three of their
studios, and be part of their
festival team too. This year,
Revival are booked into forty-
plus conventions in the UK and
abroad. All studios are well
equipped and all you need to
bring are your machines. Only
apply if you have at least four
years experience. email your
portfolio to
revivaltattoos@gmail.com

The super-talented Shane Tan, aka Horinaka, has
left Europe and returned to set up shop in
Singapore. The move signifies a slowing down to
enable him to spend more time with his family.
You can find Shane at The Feather Cloud
Gallery, and you can contact him on the
following email address:
shane@feathercloudgallery.com

Shane Tan 
back in Singapore





Would you get a tattoo of a brand logo? Advertising professional Thea McGovern
of The Leith Agency chats  with Ritchie (aka 'Doctor' Boneyard) of Edinburgh's
Boneyard Tattoo Studio about why so many people do, and explores what this tells

us about the brands they choose.

Getting Under the Skin: 
Brand Logo Tattoos

To find out whether tattoos are a good
barometer of whether a brand has
achieved 'iconic' status, I spoke to the

one person I thought would know – Ritchie
(aka 'Doctor' Boneyard), owner of Boneyard
Tattoo Studio in Leith, Edinburgh. “You'd be
surprised what brand logos I get asked to do”,
he said. “You get the expensive brands like
Rolex, Chanel, Lamborghini of course. And a
lot of mods and skinheads get the Fred Perry
or Lacoste logo on their chest. But I've also
done tattoos of the Kraft Cheesy Pasta logo, the
Blue Dragon Noodles logo, and the cherub off
the Fairy Liquid bottle. I know one guy who
has the Rowntree's sweets logo on his bum
cheek”.

I ask Ritchie why he thinks people decide to
get brand logos inked indelibly on their skin.
“Sometimes I ask”, he says, “but I've learnt not
to delve too deep!” In Ritchie's experience
people wanting brand logo tattoos tend to fall
into one of four categories. “Some people are
just collectors”, says Ritchie. “I know a guy
who's covered in logos – he's had about 300 in
18 years.” Then there's aspiration. “Without
being disrespectful, with the really expensive
brands it's usually people who are never ever
going to own such a thing in real life”, he says.
For those people, a tattoo is often the most
accessible way of feeling part of the brand. And

then occasionally you get the opportunists who
use brand tattoos as a means to an end. “I did
the first 'T in the Park' logo tattoo”, says
Ritchie, “and the guy got an incredible amount
of publicity, with free passes and all sorts of
stuff. After that, loads of people started getting
T in the Park tattoos and ringing up the
marketing department – until Tennent’s
cottoned on to it.”

For many people, a brand logo tattoo is about
marking a meaningful moment in their life,
something Ritchie explains via his own 'near
miss' story. “I used to be a roadie and we just
lived off KFC. It got to the point where I was
going to get a KFC logo done – as a memento
of that time. But I'm glad I didn’t now, because
the face looks a bit like Rolf Harris and that
would be hard to explain these days...”

So are tattoos a sign that a brand has iconic
status?

From the mind-bogglingly eclectic range of
logos that Boneyard Studio gets asked to ink,
the answer has to be 'yes and no'. But it seems
to me that logo tattoos (whether it's Nike or
Nando's) are almost always a sign that a brand
has personal meaning to someone – connecting
them with a memory or a significant time in
their life, representing an inspiring set of values

that person wants to live by, or expressing pride
at being part of a particular group. And of
course, getting a brand logo tattoo means you
have a fair degree of trust that the brand isn't
going to become a hideous embarrassment any
time soon.

Meaning. 
Values. 

Community. 
Trust.

Whether your brand becomes a global icon,  or
a tat on someone's left bum cheek, I think you
could do a lot worse than base your marketing
around those four principles.

Pictures and text courtesy of 
The Leith Agency
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Here at The Leith Agency, we recently had a client brief that talked about
wanting to achieve 'iconic brand status'. I pondered for a minute what that
actually meant. It made my brain hurt, so I wandered off to read the paper.
And there, in the Daily Record, I found my answer.

I found myself reading about Motherwell man David Laing, who loves
IRN-BRU so much he's had a magnificent lifesize blue and orange can
tattooed on his leg.

This is not the action of a man who thinks IRN-BRU's adverts are quite funny.
This is not the action of a man who thinks IRN-BRU helps with a hangover.
This is the action of a man so personally connected with IRN-BRU that he
wants it to be an indelible part of his identity.

And, in a nutshell, this seemed to me to be a pretty good definition of 'iconic
brand status'.
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Victor Policheri has been on our radar for some time.
Recently, the stars aligned and a chance meeting at
the International Brussels Tattoo Convention

afforded us the perfect opportunity for a chat. I think it's
fair to say that Victor likes to travel. He's been tattooing
his way around the globe for a good few years now. Born
in Chicago and raised in the neighbouring state of
Minnesota, he worked all over the USA, then moved to
Barcelona, spent a few more years on the road, and
finally settled (at least for the time being) in Sweden.
Here's his story.

“I started tattooing in '93. Back then it was never a career, and people didn't do it
the way they do it now. I tattooed myself and my friends. Now I see guys who
have been to college to learn how to draw, knowing that they want to tattoo when
they leave. It was six years before I ever got into a shop. I totally did it the wrong
way. I'd always do nice work, but technically I was a scratcher. I was twenty one
and super confident. I would put all my shit on my Yamaha motorcycle – my
clothes, tattoo gear and guitar – and tour around the States for a few months at a
time. Living in Minnesota, I'd never seen the desert, the mountains or the ocean, so
I worked my way round them all. I just travelled from town to town. I'd go to the
bar; one guy, two guys, flicking through my book, and I'd get work for a couple of
weeks. Then I'd head on to the next town. It blew my mind how I could get my
hands on so much cash and keep travelling. It was an amazing experience and I
did it for about five years. I figured that if I got good at tattooing I could travel all
over the world with it. That's when I decided to get into a shop and learn.”

Fast forward a few years, and Victor makes the move to Europe. “For no reason at
all I decided I was going to work in Barcelona. I don't why. I'd never been there. I
couldn't speak Spanish, and I didn't know anyone who lived there, but it just
sounded really cool! In 2005 I worked the Madrid convention and that cemented
it.” Victor tells me how his tattooing skills then began to develop. “Coming from the
States to Europe, I was very aware of the different tattoo styles and I think my
work became a mix of everything I picked up along the way. I never did the
traditional American bold line stuff, and I didn't know how to make a transfer, so I
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had to do it all freehand – Celtic armbands, dolphins, rainbows, everything that
was popular at that time – and I learned to do it all very well. Even in the street
shops, if someone wanted a piece of Cherry Creek flash I would re-draw it in my
own style. I think that is what helped me to grow as an artist.”
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Victor feels his work has really changed
since coming to Europe nine years ago,
and he is now very much a part of the
convention scene. He obviously enjoys
meeting up with his tattooist friends from
all over the world, but what does he
really think of the events themselves?
“Well there are definitely far too many of
them, and by the Sunday I've always had
enough. But something magic does
happen. I do tattoos at conventions that I
wouldn’t do at home, for several
reasons. Firstly, they have to be done
there and then. Also, I’ll be sitting near
some guys, and I'll be watching how they
work, and I'll be thinking to myself 'I'd
never have thought of doing that', and
sure enough this will influence the tattoo I
do the next day. Just being there, and
absorbing a little of the energy of the
guys around me, helps me move
forward. So conventions are a pain in the
arse, but I do kind of love them. My
favourite thing is if someone digs me out
because they like what I do. I definitely
want more of that.”

I asked Victor how his move to Sweden
came about. “I have a theory about
European countries,” he explains. “The
better the weather, the worse the
economy. It always seems to work that
way. Barcelona was warm and friendly,
but there was no money there.
Consequently I was having to do
everything on the road. After five years
of constant travelling I needed more of a
base. I ended up in Sweden simply
because I'd been guesting at Heidi Hay's
studio and I decided to ask if I could
work there permanently. She kindly said
yes!” This prompted me to ask about
something that has puzzled me for some
time. Why do so many tattooists gravitate
towards Sweden? “Well the money is a
big draw,” Victor tells me, “and there
are always great clients with an open
mind and plenty to spend. Even in
Sweden people still come in wanting the
same things – clocks, watches, doves,
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owls – and I get pretty sick of the tattoo
trends, but my customers are generally
happy for me to put a twist on their
ideas. If you're a good tattooer and you
treat your clients right, you can be
booked up for months or even years
here.”

“One of the benefits of being settled in
one place,” Victor goes on to say, “is
having more time for drawing. If it's a
small tattoo I'll still usually freehand it on,
but I tend to do more sleeves and backs
now and I sometimes spend as much time
designing a tattoo as actually tattooing it.
That has changed my work considerably.
The compositions are more balanced and
the finished results are coming together
in a much nicer way. Too many times I've
looked at a piece and thought to myself,
'I should have done it this way...' or 'I
could have done that differently...' If I
draw it out first, that doesn’t happen.  I
never draw a complete finished piece
though. There is always an element of
freehand involved to bring the design to
life.”
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Over the years, Victor has developed a
strong preference for the kind of
customer he wants to work with. He
admits to becoming less than patient with
those who want to exert too much
influence over what he does. “I got a ten-
page handwritten letter the other day
with a spiritual explanation of every
detail, colour and symbol of the design
this guy was wanting, and I just had to
say 'No'. I don't do that any more. If you
try too hard to control a tattoo, you will
choke the life out it. I've learnt that I can’t
work with those people. In my
experience, they are never going to be
satisfied. I send them to the younger guys
who are much more patient!  Nowadays,
I always ask my customers to send me a
couple of pictures of the kinds of things
they like, and anything they've seen that
they kind of want, because if they aren't
able to tell me that, they're probably not
ready for a tattoo. I've learnt that you
have to be quite firm about the time you
allow yourself to waste. I have designs
that I've spent forty or fifty hours on, and
then the customer comes in and just says
'No, I don’t like it. Can you re-do it?' Can
I fuck. Get out! I drew the 'Spirit of
Vengeance' for one client. I spent ages
researching it, and days making it fit a
back piece, balancing it and drawing it
up. (I'd decided not to use Photoshop.)
Then the client said he didn’t like it. I
keep that design as a reminder of what
not to do in the future.”
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The world of ink is moving on apace, and I was
keen to know what this means to a tattooist of
Victor's standing. “Generally I think it's pretty
cool, but sometimes you can get a little worried
that the industry is going to leave you behind.
Personally I see myself as being stuck
somewhere right in the middle of it. I can never
get ahead of it. But it's nice to see actual good
artwork coming through. In the past there were
just a few guys who had trained as artists then
turned to tattooing, but nowadays amazing,
jaw-dropping tattooists are producing insane,
fabulous tattoos all over the world. Machines
and inks have developed too, for sure.
However, the biggest single element of change
has to be the internet. It's given everyone instant
exposure. But even though there are thousands
of images being flashed up every day, it's only
the ones that really stand out amongst that huge
sea of tattoos that influence you.”
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What does the future hold for Victor
Policheri? “I have produced a
photographic reference book of roses
for tattoo designs, which seems to be
doing alright, so in time I may do
more of that kind of thing... Who
knows?” Given his penchant for
travelling, it comes as no surprise to
hear that Victor is considering
another move in a year or two,
perhaps back to America, with his
Italian girlfriend. But for now he is
staying in Sweden. “I am intending to
take sabbaticals throughout next
year,” he tells me. “Maybe four to six
weeks at a time, just to paint and do
guest spots. In fact I am moving to a
new studio, Wicked Tattoo, to
facilitate this. I'm not painting enough
at the moment, and I want to dedicate
more time to it because that's the way
to improve your tattooing. It's the
same for everyone in this business,
from the bottom to the top. If you
want to push forward, you need to
paint, draw, and work harder. It's that
simple. And you really have to be
doing something special if you want
to stand out. That is my ambition. For
a lot of guys, it's OK to be producing
good solid tattoos and getting by, but
I have a need to impress myself – at
least occasionally. And I am not
easily impressed!” 

www.viptattoo.com
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InternatIonal

Brussels
tattoo ConventIon

The show starts for us early on the Friday
morning as we board the Eurotunnel train at
silly o’clock then drive to Brussels to set up
the stall by 11am. The show is held at Tour
& Taxis in the heart of the city, a collection
of large warehouses that were originally built
to service the former railway station, but fell
into disuse and have now been redeveloped
into an architecturally stunning events venue
and commercial centre (including, I am
informed, fruit and vegetable markets during
the week). 

For three days at the beginning of November
more than 300 tattooists from all over the
world gather to ply their trade. The list is
extremely impressive, with many top
international artists choosing to support the
show – Ed Perdomo, Tofi, Robert
Hernandez, Victor Chil, Judd Ripley,
Gunnar, and Guil Zekri to name but a few.
Many artists from England made the journey
including the entire crew of Jolie Rouge (all
thirteen of them!), Max Pniewski, Jason
Zigzag, Elliott Wells, Alex Rattray,
Jammes... I could go on and on.

The set-up consists of a large main hall, with
tattoo artists and traders around a central
entertainment area that serves as a focal

point for the show, and a second much
smaller hall that houses the stage, bar,
custom bike and truck displays, and yet more
tattoo artists and traders. Entertainment and
crowd satisfaction is high on the agenda
here, and the packed schedule runs with
military precision; as one performance
finishes on the main stage, another begins on
the central square in the main hall, and vice
versa. We had the now-traditional Fuel Girls,
bands and burlesque on the stage, but in
addition we had an arm wresting
competition, girls writhing in a pool of oil, a
body piercing display, freak show and – my
personal favourite – the amazing Globe of
Death. This is an incredible steel mesh
structure, about 12ft in diameter, inside
which no less than three motorcycle riders
simultaneously thunder around, looping-the-
loop and whizzing from side to side,
avoiding contact with each other by mere
inches! This really was a thrilling display
that had the crowd roaring for more. 

Friday is very much the quieter day of the
weekend, finishing at around 8.30pm. On
Saturday the show opens at an alarmingly
early 10am – and with the clocks being an
hour ahead in continental Europe, this
equates to an earth shattering 9am start for

Tattoo shows are a bit like people. They come in all different
shapes and sizes – big, small, loud, quiet, friendly... you name it!
This was the second time we have been invited to attend the IBTC
and once again we had a blast. This show is one of the big ones.
It’s also loud, and packed full of entertainment.

1.

2.

3.

4.
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7. 8.

9. 10.

1. by victor chil

2. arm wrestling competition

3. by tinta mia (spain)

4. by cockney, hand in glove (france)

5. by alex ant (estonia)

6. by pablo felipe, imaginarium (croatia)

7. by eugene, redberry tattoo (poland)

8. by christos galiropoulos (greece)

9. by cristian radu tattoo (germany)

10. by wendy pham, conspiracy ink (germany)
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us Brits! Understandably things were a little slow at the beginning, but once it all got going the
show was rammed. Every aisle was packed and people were everywhere. With an entry price of
just €12, this appears to be another European show with its own unique flavour that has got things
just right.

My day was filled with trying to capture the atmosphere of the convention and all the great work
being created, whilst at the same time fending off the hordes of  customers keen to take home a
little Total Tattoo for later reading. I finally finished photographing the competitions at around
midnight. Many artists were still working. There did not seem to be any lack of customers, and
there was none of the haggling over prices that I have witnessed in other countries. Sunday was a
carbon copy of the Saturday with the exception of even more people. All the traders I spoke to
seemed to have done plenty of business and were heading home with contented smiles.

As with all shows there is some room for improvement. Many of the artists I spoke to mentioned
the lack of a decent table to create a barrier from the crowds whilst working, and some also
commented on the bad lighting as the sun began to set. For me, the competitions could have been
better organised with easier access to the stage and some kind of holding area for the contestants.
Having said that, this show is hugely enjoyable, with great artists and great entertainment
attracting the kind of large crowds that many UK shows can only dream of.

If you have not been to the International Brussels Tattoo Convention it is well worth the visit.
Brussels itself may not have the seductive charm of other European destinations but it does have a
truly fantastic tattoo show featuring many of the world's top artists, with the added bonus of
numerous reasonably priced hotels close by. Maybe we’ll see you there next year?

11. by fede gas, giahi (switzerland)

12 the barber of belgium

13. by robert hernandez, vittamin tattoo (spain)

14. part of the non-stop entertainment

15. by antonia troshina, rosta tattoo (russia)

16. by jef palumbo. la boucherie moderne (belgium)

17. by roza, sake tattoo (greece)

18. by aritt salusso & oliver zilaley, nadelwerk (austria)

19. by judd ripley, the sailors grave (denmark)

20. by marco, old friend classic tattoo (germany)

17.

18. 19.

20.
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21. by eric borst, six feet under (holland)

22. by dan molloy, w a ink (australia)

23. by pancho, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo

24. by jay freestyle, dermadonna (holland)

25. by kobay, kronik tattoo (turkey)

26. airbrush and pinstriping display

27. by sile sanda, rock ‘n’ roll tattoo

28. by graydon payne, 

rooster down tattoo gallery (usa)

29. by alexander o’kharin

30. inside the globe of death

31. by gorky, rock ‘n’ roll

21. 22.

23.

24.

25.

26.
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32 & 33. by gunnar foley, imperial tattoo (sweden)

34. by tony garcia, bright side tattoo (denmark)

35. photo exhibtion

36. by samuel sancho, v tattoo (spain)

32. 33.

7.

36.

34.

35.
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B
ryce Lien, aka Von Leadfoot, is serious about what he
does, and what he does is seriously good. He describes
himself as a “student of pinstriping and sign painting”

and, as he says, every day is a school day. Travelling around
the USA and the UK armed with his brushes and paints, he
can roll into town and drum up some business in much the
same way as a tattooist on the road might do. He has now
settled in London, at least for the time being, so I popped
round to have a chat and get my new lid painted. The
results are stunning and the conversation wasn't bad
either...

“When I was at high school I always

wanted to build a hot rod”, Bryce tells

me. “We used to hang out with a guy

who was building cars in his garage

across the road and I really just got

into it from there. He was also heavily

tattooed, so all of us started to get

tattooed at the local shop”. Bryce did

an apprenticeship with him, then spent

a couple of years racing cars and

doing all sorts of other random things.

“By then, I could build a car or a bike

from the ground up. The only thing I

couldn't do with a car or a bike was

pinstripe.”

“I was working in a hot rod shop, but

when the recession hit in 2009 I found

myself out of a job. I had a good CV

but nobody would hire me as I was just

a kid. They were holding on to the old

boys, and rightly so.” So, with time on

his hands, Bryce channelled his energy

into learning how to pinstripe. “Around

that time a friend of mine from back

home, who was building motorcycles,

opened his own shop. We would hang

out there drinking beers, kicking tyres

and shooting shit. I told him I had

started pinstriping and it just took off

from there.”

Interview James Sandercock • Pictures James Sandercock and Von Leadfoot
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Bryce then started to get into lettering and sign painting too. “I knew it was

something that was done back in the day, but I hadn't previously paid much

attention to it. I looked at some books and did a little bit of research, but I

didn't really know what brushes to use and nobody seemed to be able to tell

me.” Knowing that it was crucial to do it properly, he felt it was perhaps a

case of too much too soon and decided to focus solely on the pinstriping. “I

had always been kind of flighty. If something seemed cool, I wanted to do it. I

told myself I was going to stick with pinstriping. I just ditched everything else

and concentrated on the one thing. I had no artistic background and I wasn't

into graffiti or anything like that. I just tried it, liked it, and ran with it. But I

knew at some point down the line I would get back into signwriting.”

Sure enough, a couple of years ago

Bryce reached the point where he was

ready to get his head around

something new. “I felt confident

enough with my pinstriping to be able

to take a look at sign writing again. It

wasn't that I wanted to take a break

from pinstriping, more that I felt like I

knew what I was doing with it now. I

had good brush control and all that

other shit.” Thanks to his pinstriping

background, Bryce took to sign

painting quite quickly. A flatmate, who

was coincidentally also a tattooist, had

been traditionally trained as a

signwriter. “He showed me what I

needed to get, and I just started to

teach myself”, Bryce explains. “From

there it just spiralled out of control.

I’m constantly looking for old books on

typography, early advertising art...

Any time I'm anywhere I’m looking at

signs. I've become like a sponge.”
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There are interesting parallels between tattooing and pinstriping/

signwriting – not only in the nature of the work itself, but also in

its appeal to a new generation of artists. “With the backlash

against digital design, a lot of people have started to paint”,

Bryce explains. Looking to the past to gain inspiration for the

future is not a new concept by any means, but it's how you

apply the knowledge that really matters. The new blood coming

into sign painting will want to make its own mark but, as with

tattooing, many will find out the hard way that you need to tip

your hat to previous generations and learn their valuable

lessons. And of course new blood means competition. “This is

good because it has raised awareness of the craft, which means

I get more work”, Bryce laughs, “but it also means that my work

has to constantly evolve and get better. If you want to do the

work that really wows the public then you have to go out and

actively seek it – and when you find it, that’s the dream.”

Bryce is on a mission to educate people in the history of sign

painting. He emphasises that a signwriter is a designer, not just

the link between the design and the finished product. “If you

look way back to the twenties and thirties, and earlier, it was the

signwriters who came up with the branding for companies. Take

whiskey for example. Everything was a person's name – Jack

Daniels, Jim Beam, and so on – but they had no logo or branding.

If you went down to the corner shop, everything was just

generic. Manufacturers realised that they needed a brand to

stand out, and it was the signwriters who came up with them!

People need to understand that. It's a forgotten history, but you

can find old books out there that show how they did things. It’s

an untapped resource.”

The magic of signwriting and

pinstriping is that everything is done

by hand. What you get is special – as

demonstrated by the 24-carat gold

Bryce used on my crash helmet. A

person who chooses a traditional

hand-painted sign for their shopfront

knows that it will communicate a

certain kind of visual message, and the

market for that is growing. “A couple

of years ago,” Bryce tells me, “when I

started to get into this, there was a

upswing in the craft. It became easier

for me to find information and get

work. But the good thing was, I could

always fall back on the pinstriping if I

needed to – and now that works both

ways. During the bike and car show

season I’m swamped with pinstriping

work, and when that tails off, the

signwriting picks up. They work so well

together for me.”

www.vonleadfoot.com
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This month's cover
model is Cervena Fox,
aerial artist and fire
performer!

Was it always your goal to be a
heavily tattooed model?
I knew from a very young age
that I would be heavily tattooed,
but it was only after I left school
that I thought about modelling. At
school I was bullied because of
how I looked, and I wanted to
show the bullies that everyone
really is beautiful in their own
way. At first I modelled just for
fun but the next thing I knew, all
sorts of magazines and companies
were asking me to shoot for
them! It's been amazing and it's
taken me to places my 16 year old
self could never have imagined. 

Have you always been
interested in performing?
I used to perform in the annual
school dance competition. It was
such a thrill working with
everyone and competing against

other schools. A few years later I
started to feel the itch to get up on
stage again. At first I had a lot of
stage fright, which I didn't expect,
but I have been performing for
two years now and I have
managed to get over my fear. At
the moment I have two new
shows, the aerial hoop and the fire
show, both of which I have just
performed at the New Zealand
Tattoo & Art Festival. It was such
fun. I can't wait to do more shows
this coming year.

Your fire show sounds amazing.
Yes, I just decided one day that it
was something I wanted to do!
My act includes fire hula hoop,
fire fans, fire eating, fire
breathing, body burn, fire clubs
and fire whip, and I also perform
with juggling triangle, staff and
boom stick!

You attend a lot of tattoo
conventions. Do you have a
favourite?
I enjoy all of the conventions I
attend, but I really do love the one
that takes place in my home town:
the London Tattoo Convention in
Tobacco Dock. I've been
performing and selling my merch
there for the past two years and
I've loved every second of it. It
really is the highlight of my year.

Tell us something about your
tattoos. Do they all have
meanings?
I got my first tattoo, the swallows
on my hips, when I was 16. I
knew from that day that I'd have
sleeves, back pieces, side pieces...
everything. When I reached 18,
and could get tattooed legally, I
knew I wouldn't regret the sleeves
I was going to get because I'd

already been planning them for
two years! A lot of my tattoos do
have a meaning – the symbols on
my hands, for instance, I got due
to a feeling I've held inside about
what those particular symbols
represent. I don't think everyone
needs to get a tattoo that has a
“meaning” though. You can just
like an idea and get it tattooed!
The only advice I would give is to
really think about your tattoos.
They're on you for life. Some
people don't realise this in the
excitement of the moment. I
always take a year to think
through my tattoos and I
constantly draw them on myself
to make sure I definitely want to
have that particular tattoo there.
Is your family supportive of
your ink and your career
choices?
To be honest, they hate my
tattoos. Every time I get a new
one they say the same things:
“Are you going to stop there?” or,
“What you going to do when
you're older?” They don't realise
how much thought I put into my
tattoos. I KNOW they are for life!
They are quite supportive of what
I do in my work, but it took a
while for them to warm to my
career choices. They wanted me
to go to university, but all I
wanted to do was performing and
modelling and that doesn't require
a university education.

What are your long term goals?
I don't really have any long term
goals. I like to live for the
moment. I do hope to have a
family and a husband one day;
maybe I'll be a stay-at-home mum
or maybe I'll be working in a
circus. Whatever life has in store
for me, I'm game!

What advice do you have for
aspiring alt models?
Be yourself. As an alt model you
inspire other people, and I’ve
always tried to inspire people to
be originals not copies. The only
thing you have to be aware of is
that not everyone is going to like
you, and that can be hard. I'm
constantly trying to fix everything
about myself, but some things are
meant to stay “broken”. They are
only “broken” to the people who
see them like that – the people
who give you negativity. I've been
misunderstood a lot, but at the
end of the day this is my life that
I'm living. You should never let
anyone bring you down.

What can we learn about you
that's not on your website?
I'm a very down-to-earth person.
A lot of people feel too
intimidated to come and say hi
when they see me at tattoo shows,
but I love meeting new fans and I
will always try my best to find a
moment for a photo and a chat.
You guys are the reason I'm here
and I love you all for it!

Are you on social media? Has it
helped your career?
Totally! If it wasn't for social
media I don't think many people
could get anywhere today. So I
really admire how people did
things back in the day when the
internet wasn't available and it
was all word of mouth. You can
follow me on Instagram
@CervenaFox

Photos and Interview: 
Jenna Kraczek
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Our showcase for paintings, drawings and design work by the most creative tattooists on the
planet.  This month Shane Tan, The Feather Cloud, Singapore
If you would like us to consider your work, please send examples to: 
Private View, Total Tattoo Magazine, 111 Furze Road, Norwich, NR7 0AU, UKPRIVATE VIEW
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For an artist who has only been working
four years, Mike Stockings has attracted
quite a following. His crisp lines, and

the super-saturated colour that he packs in,
make his work easily recognisable and have
caught the eye of many a collector and
fellow artist. His neo-traditional approach
has a simplicity that instantly appeals to the
eye, and his work shows a real
understanding of what makes a good tattoo.
We caught up with him for a chat at this
year's Tattoo Royale.
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‘I thought my
first tattoo was
going to be
such a great
experience,
but I came
 away thinking
that it was all
just crap’
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Mike begins by telling me how he first
got into tattooing. “I didn't do art at
school because there was nothing that
really interested me about it. Everybody
was either getting into graphic design,
and I’m crap with computers, or they
were drawing the same old bowl of fruit
over and over again. I went to a Catholic
school and there was no freedom of
expression allowed. But I was in a band
at the time with some older guys and
they started to get tattooed. When I saw
what they were getting I just thought, 'I
could do that'. I was about to turn
eighteen and that’s when I started to get
a taste for it.”

Mike started to buy tattoo magazines
and soon realised what quality ink could
look like. As his eighteenth birthday
approached, his Dad said that he would
take him to the local shop for a tattoo.
Mike had begun to draw, so he took one
of his own designs with him. “It was a

hand and some roses, but the guy didn't
do it anything like my drawing. It was
shit. I thought it was going to be such a
great experience but I came away
thinking that it was all just crap. He was a
fucking arsehole. That shop was
horrible.” 

Mike had the tattoo covered up not long
afterwards. He was put off tattooing for
a while, but the itch needed to be
scratched and it was only a matter of
time before he found a new artist to start
his first sleeve. That was Will Cresswell in
Bury St Edmunds. Hanging around a
good shop, Mike began to understand
what tattooing was all about and this
fired his enthusiasm even more. “Will
wasn't much older than me, so we
related to each other really well and he
helped me out with a lot of stuff”, he tells
me. But try as he might, Mike couldn't get
an apprenticeship anywhere so he ended
up becoming the odd job boy for a
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studio in the town where he lived. “I painted
walls and did all sorts. The guy said I needed to
pay my dues, which was fine in a way, but I was
literally doing nothing tattoo-related. After a
while I realised that it was a dead end, so I
decided to go off on my own. I’m pretty much
self-taught.” 

It's certainly not the way many people would
choose to do it, but in Mike's case learning in an
environment free from any other artist's
influence seems to have worked in his favour.

“At first I wanted to do stripped-back
American traditional tattoos – a sort of
Steve Byrne style. So I started to draw in
that way, but I never really seemed to
nail it. I always used real references, not
other tattoos, because I didn't want my
work to look like anybody else's. And
that's how things started to develop. It
was that injection of reality. I didn't really
think about it until other people started to
tell me how easy it was to recognise my
work.” When I ask Mike about how he
acquired his considerable technical skills
and how he got his tattoos to look so
bright, he just shrugs his shoulders. “I
couldn't tell you! I practised a lot. It just
happened.” 
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Mike had originally planned to
join the army when he left school,
but he'd set that idea aside and
put all his eggs in the tattoo
basket instead. With no other job
prospects on the horizon, it was
now time for tattooing to pay its
way. As Mike himself puts it, “I
needed to do something quick.”
So going solo with his first shop
was something that arose out of
necessity rather than being part of
a master plan, but it soon grew
into a successful enterprise.

“It was at the back of another
premises, and the landlord split
the rent. I worked there for a year
on my own, then I met Josh
Peacock and we started to work
together in that tiny space.” By
this time things were going from
strength to strength, so when the
other half of the premises became
available Mike decided to go for

it. “I'd always dreamed of having a big shop –
not from a business point of view, but to create
a great work environment for me and other
artists too. A place where we could all bounce
off each other, pushing for the same things but
still remaining independent. Like a kind of
'house' we could all work under.”

Conventions have played a massive part in
Mike's development as an artist. “My first was
North Lakes. I chose it because it wasn't too big
and had a reputation for a comfortable
atmosphere. I was so nervous, but I ended up
winning best small colour. I had never really
won anything before. Everything seemed to be
happening at once!” Since then, Mike has done
guest spots all around Europe and the States
and has built a solid network of friends in the
process. 

When I ask him about his plans for 2015, Mike
makes an interesting observation. “If I go
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through all my work on my laptop, I can see when it changes and it’s always the New
Year. I always feel like I need to do something different, and I take a bit of time off
and do a load of drawing. Of course it has an element of what my customers want,
and what I myself enjoy doing, but I do like to try something new. It may be a little
difficult at first, but I know that when I sort it out it will look really good. I can’t just
jump into things. I need to figure it out on paper first. Then when I’m happy with it I
head onto the skin.” 

Does Mike have any other projects in the pipeline? His answer is typically laid back
and honest. “Not really. Just tattooing. Like I said earlier, I don’t have any formal
training in art. My art is tattooing. Some people are great oil painters or graffiti
artists, but I’m not really any good at anything like that. I just like tattooing.”

www.facebook.com/mike.stockings
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bugs, tattoo lounge (usa)

kelly smith, five magics dean samwell, world of tattoos

daryl watson, 
rock ‘n’ roll tattoo

by johnny gage, flaming art tattoo
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ivano natale, 

good fellas tattoo (usa)

nikko hurtardo, black anchor collective
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helen mcdonnell,
skullduggery tatualex williamson, apostle tattoo



danielle kelly, tooth and claw

david benjamin kaye, skinks (new zealand)

dan hague, la familia tattoo
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sanne vaghi (germany)
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marek pawlik,
sauron tattoo (poland)

lonner, human fly tattoo (spain)

prizeman, eternal art radu rusu, atelier four tattoo studio
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amy kinsell, 
modern body art

cecil porter (usa)

craig ridley, angelic hell

emma cranston, the tattooed hare



jee sayalero, human fly tattoo (spain)

capex tattoo (spain)
dani queipo, 

seven doors tattoo
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marie folklore, folklore tattoo

aron cowles, 
a fine tattoo establishment



marc, little swastika (germany)

chris jones, physical graffiti dek kent, electric kicks
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hanumantra, 
modern body art

pj, rising phoenix

jordan baxter, frith street tattoo adam, folklore tattoo



michael rose, m r visual art oliver macintosh, frith street tattoo
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alex rattray, red hot and bluebrian thurow, dedication tattoo
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chay ballard, tooth and claw

joako, human fly (spain)

alejandro cervantes,tattoo
mexican family (italy)

niccku, hori galaxy 2 (singapore)
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alan hindes, alan hindes tatt house paul tipping, o’happy dagger custom tattoo

ricky leigh, forever bound ronnie goddard, blood sweat and pain
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pinky darling, 
cosmic tattoochris crooks, white dragon tattoo

joe spaven, scarlet rose tattoo
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www.livingdeadlights.com

www.facebook.com/LivingDeadLights

For the ninth time in recent history, King of

Tattoo is taking place in a venue called The

Room, in Daikanyama, an exclusive district

of central Tokyo close to the famous

shopping area of Shibuya. This convention is

special for many reasons. It's the only event

of its kind in the Land of the Rising Sun to

have more than just a handful of artists in

attendance, and everyone who comes here

is out for a good time. It's a weekend of

unrestrained pleasure and enjoyment, with

lots of extremely cool-looking people

packing their party pants and shamelessly

dressing up in their very own personal style!

There is drinking of course, and eating, and

then more drinking! But the best thing is

there's no aggression and no intimidating

security; everybody just wants to have a

great time without any hassle. And the

relatively high entrance fee (combined with

the dubious reputation that tattooed people

still have amongst the general public in

Japan) keeps the voyeuristic time-wasters

out.  

This is a convention full of approachable

superstars. Where else could you spend a

relaxed hour looking over Jeff Gogué's

shoulder while he executes an incredibly

fine colour sleeve, with no pushing and

shoving from those around you, no spilt

beer on the table, and no tug-of-war over

the portfolio? In the same booth, Shige and

Tomo of Yellow Blaze are busy with their

clients, while right opposite, about three

metres away, Robert Hernandez is working

his dark magic on one happy walk-in client

after another. At King of Tattoo, it's not

unusual for big name tattooists to dispense

with an appointments system altogether –

to avoid stress and overbooking – and just

take them as they come. On the same floor

you can watch Carlos Torres, Jess Yen, Nikko

Hurtado and Tim Kern, all conveniently lined

up next to each other, and on the floor

below you can find Jee Sayalero (a first-timer

here this year), Alex Reinke, Wido de

Marval, Sabado and – working on the stage

on Sunday only – Mr Japanese Tattoo

himself, Horiyoshi III! 

The names on the artist list, both Japanese

and non-Japanese, tell you all you need to

know about the quality and sophistication of

this show. There is space only for the very

best, and absolutely no room for mediocrity.

But nobody attending King of Tattoo needs

to be embarrassed or ashamed to show

their own ink even if it's not world class, and

amongst the visitors every style is on display

– contemporary and traditional, from

today's experimental creations to decades-

old hand-poked body suits.

On the entertainment front, there is some

very artistic body painting, live interviews on

stage with tattoo legends Horiyoshi III and

Horihide (helpfully translated into English

for foreign visitors), an animated and

alcohol-fuelled performance by a traditional

Mikoshi group (featuring lots of Sake, old-

style bodysuits and missing fingers...), various

dance acts and, as the final highlight on the

last day of the convention, a Taiko group

giving an exhilarating demonstration of

Japanese drumming. There wasn't a dull

moment, and the bilingual announcements

meant you didn't miss a thing, even though

the performances were taking place across

all three floors of the venue.

King of Tattoo is unique and it's addictive.

Artists and visitors come year after year. If

you're planning a trip, you might be

pleasantly surprised to find that being a

tourist in Japan isn't as expensive as you

were expecting it to be – but do keep in

mind that the importation of tattoo

equipment is officially prohibited, and

tattooed people are banned from Tokyo's

famous capsule hotels (and some swimming

pools and gyms too). Information and up-to-

date news about the convention can be

found at kingoftattoo.com

K
ing of Tattoo is Japan's top convention. It may only
have about forty booths, but all the tattooists rank
among the global elite and no other event offers

such an amazing concentration of Asian tattoo art and
culture in such a small space. Tokyo is one of the craziest,
most exciting cities in the universe, and this is surely one of
the coolest tattoo conventions anywhere. 

Text and Photos: Travellin‘ Mick 

KING OF TATTOO

TOKYO

5.

6.

7.

1. by jess yen, my tattoo (usa)

2. mad, mad entertainment

3. by taku oshima, apocaript (japan)

4. horihide & horikichi (yushi takei)

5. horiyoshi III (japan)

6. by tomo, yellow blaze (japan)

7. nail art
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8. 10.

9.
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11. 12.

13.

8 & 9. by horiei shinshu, 

7th heaven artwork studio 

(japan)

10. by horiyoshi III (japan)

11. by horitaka (japan)

12. by matt ahn, invisible nyc (usa)

13. by olle sandling, 

tatueringsmaskinen (sweden)
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Interview with Hajime Sorayama
The paintings of 67-year old artist Hajime Sorayama have been hugely influential in the world

of tattooing. Since the 1990s his explicitly erotic female robots, depicted in all their finely

detailed pseudo-realistic beauty, have been a major source of inspiration for many tattooists

working in a contemporary fantasy-based style. It's a little known fact that Sorayama is also

one of the most important industrial designers in Japan, regularly producing work for

corporate giants such as Sony and Lucas Films. This year, right after King of Tattoo, an

exhibition of his paintings opened at the Vanilla Gallery in Tokyo's trendy Harajuku district.

Sharing the exhibition space were paintings by his friend Horiyoshi III, making this an even

more unmissable treat – pieces that had never been seen in public before, by two masters of

the Japanese artistic underground, shown side-by-side! Travellin' Mick grabbed the

opportunity of a quick interview with the elusive yet funny Hajime Sorayama. 

Travellin' Mick:  Sorayama-San, how did the idea of a joint exhibition

with Horiyoshi III come about?

Hajime Sorayama: Horiyoshi III and myself have been friends for about five or six years,

ever since we worked together on a project for Playboy TV. Last year, while he was

organising an exhibition of works by the late Ozuma Kaname, he asked me if I would be

interested in doing something with him.

Travellin' Mick: Do people sometimes show you tattoos based on your

paintings? 

Hajime Sorayama:  Yes, quite often. Actually it happens at most of the conventions and

exhibitions that I attend. Unfortunately, the tattoos don't usually match the standard of the

artwork... [laughs]

Travellin' Mick: What do you say to them?  

Hajime Sorayama: To be honest, I've never seen a convincing tattoo of my work, but I

always try to find some friendly words to say to the wearer. Maybe that's because I'm scared

that I'll be beaten up if I don't say something nice... [laughs]

Travellin' Mick:  I think the complexity and detail of your paintings must

make them extremely difficult to execute as tattoos. There are physical

and technical limits as to what a tattooist can do...

Hajime Sorayama: Yes, unfortunately I have to agree. But inspiration works the other

way round too, you know. I sometimes feel inspired to paint the tattooed people that I see.

Often their tattoos are of a very poor quality, but if that's the case I use my imagination and

make up my own interpretations of their designs... [smiles]

14.

15.

16.

17. 18.

14. painting by hajime sorayama

15. by jess yen, my tattoo (usa)

16. by horihui (taiwan)

17. by tomo, yellow blaze (japan)

18. by olle sandling, 

tatueringsmaskinen (sweden)

19. by nori, ink paradise (japan)

20. by horitatsu, dragon tattoo (japan)

21. by horimana (chris trevino)

22. convention poster

23. by kohki, rin-kg tattoo (japan)
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19. 20.

21.

22. 23.
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A
merica, the ultimate disposable society, has generated more instantly
recognisable imagery at a faster rate than any nation has ever done.
With delicious contempt for the iconography of both high and low

culture, fine artist and street art legend Ron English strips away the veneer
to reveal the sinister pantomime
underneath, never losing sight of
the dark humour that surrounds it
all.  'Death and the Eternal
Forever' is his exploration of art
as an attempt to cheat death
(and death as the thing that gives
art meaning). It's an incredible
collection of paintings, sculpture
and vinyl figures, and it was a real
pleasure to talk with him about it.

Death and the
Eternal Forever

Ron 
English

Interview by James
Pictures courtesy of 

Ron English



Can you tell us some of your first
memories of art?
I remember being very frustrated that
the tempera paint I used in kindergarten
wouldn't do what I wanted it to do. I'm
still not sure I could do much with those
terrible brushes and cheap paint (except
Abstract Expressionism!) even today.
And when I was in grade school I used to
create scenes with models and set them
on fire, then photograph them. Actually I
still do that. I’m still that kid.

How would you describe your
development as an artist?
Part of you is always changing and part
always stays the same. All the patterns
inside patterns inside patterns eventually
recreate the original design before
beginning the morphing process anew.

Without popular culture, would there
be a Ron English?
Of course, yes, but he would seem to be a
different person. The eternal self morphs
when it is unleashed into the collective
universe. There would be no Yin without
Yang.
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Do you see your art as subversive, or simply a
mirror held up to America today?
Hopefully both.

What part do computers play in your work?
I use computers mainly in the dissemination of
images – and also to do my faux packaging
designs.

Do you see computers as a positive artistic
tool? Or a short cut?
Definitely a positive. Short cuts are great if they
don't degrade the final outcome.
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And what about the future contribution of Artificial Intelligence to the
art world?
As long as the computers don't create an artificial intelligence that
censors my creative output... On the other hand, I do look forward to
having something that can think for me – so that I will be free to do
whatever a person does when they don’t have to think. 
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And finally, what is your view on
tattoo art and its contribution to
modern counter culture?
Tattoos and street art have
reinvigorated the public's interest in art.
This isn't a good thing, it's a great thing.

Death and the Eternal Forever
Ron English
Published by Korero Press
Hardback, 176 pages
ISBN-13: 9780957664920
Price: £24.99 


